Maravilla is a fusion of classical imagery and modern art, created and designed into contemporary transitional styles. Large scale elements and horizontal texturing highlight innovative fashion and enhance the tufting process to look its best.

The collection comprises of five corridor themes: vintage couture; urban transitional; post impressionism; classic modernism; abstract contemporary.

This enables a greater diversity and allows vast choice and variety. Whether a project requires a more classic approach or a more modern one, the Maravilla corridor options will bring fresh sophistication and elegance to any setting.

Presented to you in mono-chromatic tones with accents of deep violets & rich lavenders.
UTVL11961-MW363
72” (l) X 72” (w) Corridor
UTVL11959-MW363  12' (l) X 6' (w) Corridor

UTVL11954-MW363  12' (l) X 6' (w) Corridor

UTVL11956-MW363  72" (l) X 72" (w) Corridor

UTVL11960-MW363  12' (l) X 6' (w) SM
Some patterns featured in this brochure are "Conceptual" since the scales are exaggerated for appearance. Actual aesthetics may vary based on your actual floor plan layout and installation requirements.